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Remote worker with 12+ years of experience - Last seen 11 days ago



Hi, I'm Sam Abtahi

Full stack Software dev.

Currently at work, I'm using C# and react native. azure and GitHub. 

I like to stick with the latest technology from C#, Rust, GoLang, python, javascript typescript and frameworks like react and etc and stay away from java.

On my fun time i'm learning more about machine learning tech like onnx and playing with mql5 and opencl kernel to run on gpu or cluster with Apache Spark, or play with ESP32 to build home automation with smartthings platform.

I love traveling, and flying my drone and taking cool pictures 



	
🛂 Nationality
	
🇨🇦 Canada 
	
🏡 Residency
	
🇨🇦 Canada 
	
📍 Location
	
🇨🇦 Canada 
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Skilled in
	
c sharp react react native golang angular node html css js python unity blender photoshop premier pro  
	
Fluent in
	
englishfrenchspanishfarsi 
	
Preferred timezone
	
-5 

[bookmark: salary]

	
Preferred annual pay (min)
	
$160,000/year



	
Preferred hourly pay (min)
	
$70/hour

	
Last seen
	
11 days ago

	
Signed up
	
1 year ago

	
Badges
	
👨💻 Remote worker


🎨 Maker


🎖 Early adopter


















Employment


2022 - 2024: Lead Software Engineer @ HP
2021 - 2022: golang blockchain engineer @ accumulate network
2020 - 2021: full stack developer @ TD Bank
2017 - 2018: software developer @ Data Farm
2014 - 2016: Web Developer @ Edelman
2013 - 2014: app developer @ Mozzila
2012 - 2013: windows phone developer @ Microsoft
 



Side Projects


2021 - 2021: Swinate blockchain 
2020 - 2020: Aqua Bright
2017 - 2018: DataFarm (crypto mining company that was sold)
2016 - 2016: Edios game testing
2015 - 2016: Ubisoft game testing
 



Education


2014 - 2017: Computer Science @ concordia University
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